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Most Frequently Cited Journals [Garfield, Scientist, Sept. 2, 1996] 
 
The following titles contain 33% of all references in the 1994 SCI.[ 2,000 journals 
account for over 85% of all published articles] 
 
1. J. of biological chemistry [bai] $1,153 
2. Proceedings (Nat’l Acad. of Sci) [gsi] $645 
3. Nature [gsi] $495 
4. Science [gsi] $272 
5. J. of the ACS [gsi] $1,695 
6. Cell [gsi] $414 
7. Physical review B $9,139 [all sectionsof Physical review] 
8. Physical review letters $2,065 
9. J. of chemical physics $3,327 
10. New England j. of medicine [gsi] $220 
11. Lancet [gsi] $330 
12. Biochemistry [gsi] $1,870 
13. J. of immunology [bai] $367 
14. American j. of physiology [gsi] $1,672 
15. Biochimica et biophyisca acta $11,000 cancelled 1997 
16. Cancer research $685 
17. Brain research $14,919 cancelled 1989 
18. J. of clinical investigation $519 
19. Astrophysical j. $1,050 cancelled 1991 
20. J. of cell biology [gsi] $655 
21. J. of physical chemistry [gsi] $1,881 
22. Biochemical and piophysical research communications $2,201 
23. EMBO j. [bai] $969 
24. Nucleic acids research $1,493 
25. Biochemistry j. ??   lack?? 
26. J. of experimental medicine $414 cancelled 1997 
27. Molecular and cellular biology [bai] cancelled 1997 
28. J. of geophysical research PELL ONLY $4,310 
29. Blood $500 
30. Circulation $297 
31. J. of applied physics [ast] $2,290 
32. J. of organic chemistry [gsi] $1,125 
33. Applied physics letters [ast] $1,467 
34. Tetrahedron letters. $7,174 
35. J. of molecular biology [bai] $4,145 
36. J. of bacteriology [gsi] $470 
37. J. of virology [bai] $484 
38. FEBS letters $3,720 cancelled 1991 
39. Analytical biochemistry $2,100 cancelled 1996 
40. Endocrinology $461 
41. JAMA [gsi] $183 
42. Cancer $330 
43. Physics letters B $7,249 
44. Physical review A [see Physical Rev.  B] 
45. British medical j. $415 cancelled 1996 
46. Inorganic chemistry [gsi] $1,395 
47. European j. of biochemistry [bai] $2,683 cancelled 1997 
48. Analytical chemistry [gsi] $740 
49. J. of physiology [bai] $3,004 
50. Gastroenterology $337 cancelled 1997 
 
The 1997 subscription costs for these journals = $103,801. 11 of the top 50 journals are 
no longer available currently at URI. 
